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Abstract:
Fundamental physical limits of the transistor operation have put the electronics industry into a power dissipation bottleneck, which led to an industry-wide call for "reinventing the transistor." In this talk, I will discuss a fundamentally new device, the negative capacitance field-effect-transistor (NCFET), in which a gain mechanism introduced by a ferroelectric gate oxide can lower the power dissipation below the physical limit set by the Boltzmann distribution. Despite the strong interest, experimental realization of ferroelectric negative capacitance has remained challenging and elusive thanks to the non-equilibrium nature of the negative capacitance. In the first part, I will describe our recent experiment, which led to the first direct measurement of negative capacitance in an isolated thin, epitaxial ferroelectric film at the room temperature. In a series combination of a resistor and a ferroelectric capacitor, we observed that upon the application of voltage pulse, the voltage across the ferroelectric decreases for an increasing charge—in exactly the opposite direction to which voltage for a regular positive capacitor should change. Using similar examples, I will motivate the idea that such circuit theoretic approaches present unprecedented insights into some of the most important and unresolved questions in ferroelectrics/multiferroics and strongly correlated materials and are vital for rapid identification and prototyping of negative capacitance materials.

In the second part of the talk, I will discuss recent advances in and challenges for NCFET design, heterogeneous integration of complex oxide ferroelectrics with semiconductors and fabrication of negative capacitance transistors on the CMOS platform. I will also give a brief overview of the overall landscape of negative capacitance research worldwide. I will end the talk with a general guideline for finding negative capacitance in alternative non-ferroelectric materials and nanoscale systems.
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